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Introduction

This forum is the first in a regular series, in which Future Cities Forum www.futurecitiesforum.london will look at a variety
of current topics around planning and place-making in our cities.
In this discussion event we debated the planning of future rail and road extensions for connected cities, improved social
housing provision, planning better environments for the elderly and new proposals for multi-generational living. How best
to set about the creation of green infrastructure for health and urban well-being was also discussed. There is much interest
at the moment, in the future fortunes of London’s Old Kent Road, once famous for its bottom-ranked position – alongside
Whitechapel - on the Monopoly board, with the promise of a major underground railway extension (Bakerloo Line) from
Elephant & Castle to Lewisham, so this featured strongly as a case study. This report gathers together some of the
highlights from the discussions. Extended debate on these topics will take place at our future planning forums.

The panel discussion order was:
1)
2)
3)

Planning our transport connections and regeneration around stations;
Building on green belts, greening our cities and delivering better social housing;
Planning and designing for the elderly and multi-generational living.

Particular questions that came up in the discussions, were:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

What are the important steps to take in solving the current mobility challenges for London?
How can we support the current trend to live centrally in cities rather than in the suburbs and how can we
retrofit the latter for modern living?
How can councils best communicate with communities over regeneration and change?
How can we design green spaces for housing developments, to prevent mental health issues?
What is the best planning that encourages multi-generational living?

Opening speech: Alex Williams, Head of Planning at Transport for London
Solving the mobility challenges of the capital
We were fortunate to have the very experienced Alex Williams, Head of Planning at Transport for London, open the
morning with a review of some of the mobility challenges facing the capital through population growth. Highlights of his
speech are as follows:
Commenting on how TfL has been working to integrate the Mayor’s Transport Strategy with the London Plan and the
Environment Strategy, he said ‘this kind of integration of a powerful set of three documents just doesn’t exist in other
cities across the world’. He added that the big challenge is how will London manage the growth from 27 million trips per
day – across buses, trains and tube lines - in the capital now to 33 million per day in 25 years’ time? How do we want these
trips to be achieved? The Mayor is clear that he wants these to be mostly by sustainable modes, like walking and cycling.
‘Whereas it used to be a factor that once your kids got to secondary schools age you would migrate out, this is happening
less and less. Now we are seeing lots of people coming in, especially from Non-EU countries. We will be over 10 million in

the 2030s and we will have to improve infrastructure. Increasing capacity on the transport network by 85% over next 25
years is the aim.’
Alex said that the transport strategy is three-pronged: healthy streets which is all about ‘active travel’, a good public
transport experience, and supporting homes and jobs. He then added that the Mayor’s air quality program for London is
one of the most radical and far-reaching of any city in the world. The plan for transport, he said, must be linked to good
health, and also to a reduction to zero fatalities through pushing for better design of trucks, with fewer people driving in
the capital.

The Mayor of London introduced the ULEZ (the world’s first ultra-low emissions zone) on 8 April to reduce harmful NO2
emissions from diesel vehicles by charging non-compliant lorries £100 per day and cars £12.50. The revenue will be
invested in green transport projects for London. Alex said that ‘the size of the current zone will be increased by a factor of
28 when it pushes out to the south circular and north circular road boundaries in October 2021. It’s about cleaning up the
air for twenty-four hours of the day, 365 days of the year.’
‘We want to offer metro services across south London, and we are doing lots of work on improving bus speeds. We are
sweating the assets of the underground system, adding more trains per hour. We will be getting towards greater density in
the right places with excellent public transport linked to rail line upgrades, the Elizabeth Line extension, and potentially
Crossrail 2 – but we have not got the money, currently, to do any of it.

Discussion panel 1: integrated planning of transport, housing and jobs
The Bakerloo line extension and transforming Old Kent Road

Following his presentation Alex Williams joined the first panel discussion looking in detail at the prospects for sustainable
urban development around the Bakerloo Line extension into the boroughs of Southwark and Lewisham – with Colin Wilson
of the GLA who is seconded to the London Borough of Southwark as Head of Regeneration for Old Kent Road, and Gavin
Miller of MICA Architects.
Alex explained that south London desperately deserved a proper underground line so the Bakerloo will have a core
extension from Elephant & Castle comprising four new stations – at Bricklayers Arms / Burgess Park, Asylum (both on the
Old Kent Road), one at New Cross Gate (where it can link to the over-ground railway) and a station at Lewisham, where it
will join an important transport hub with the Docklands Light Railway, the bus network and the main line to London Bridge,
the City of London and Kent. This new infrastructure will act as a catalyst for the creation of 20,000 new homes. ‘Old Kent
Road used to be synonymous with the cheapest square on the Monopoly board, but there is genuine appetite to develop
this part of London. We are looking at integrating the Bakerloo extension with upgrades to new rolling stock to create
faster travel and frequency, and we may possibly extend all the way to Hayes.’ Construction could start in 2023 with the
earliest services running from 2029.

Transport for London’s main infrastructure projects – as at March 2019 (above)

MICA Architects Director Gavin Miller also joined the discussions and described how his practice has recently created
‘Growth Lines’, based on a joint-project with Transport for London, revealing studies of extensive London-wide sites where
transport can be integrated into urban areas to accommodate growth.
This approach can equally be applied to other cities facing population pressures. He explained the purpose of ‘Growth
Lines’: ‘It’s about looking for development opportunities and increasing density in a sustainable way, especially in the city
suburbs. AMTRAK, which owns a lot of land around railway lines in the USA, is very interested in our approach. The aim is
to combine increased connectivity with better community. We looked at 145 locations in London, but not all will work.’
‘We did an initial piece of work for TfL analyzing different positions for stations and we also looked at how the Old Surrey
Canal route towards the Thames, running north-south across the old Kent Road, could unlock development in characterful
ways. We also came up with the working title of ‘Asylum’ for a new station next to London’s biggest campus of almshouses.

The process for locating new sites involved setting an 800m radius benchmark representing a reasonable walking route
from a station site, and then looking at the potential for creating new homes, green spaces and workplaces.

‘Changing Old Kent Road to make it more like Elephant and Castle’

GLA planner Colin Wilson commented ‘We are not looking to flatten but rather preserve the historic quality of the Old Kent
road but improve facilities and create more housing. There are quite a lot of listed buildings, and we will call the second
new Bakerloo line station ‘Asylum’.’ This takes its name from London’s largest almshouse complex, now known as Caroline
Gardens, built in London by the Licensed Victuallers Association in the early 1800s with 175 two storey homes, so that
‘aged and infirm licensed victuallers may be able to pass the evening of their lives in humble but respectable retirement’.
The listed classical chapel still has traces of bomb damage from the second world war, but has retained its stained-glass
windows and is used as a wedding and arts venue.

TfL’s proposed route for the Bakerloo extension

Colin explained: ‘We are looking to increase density, and we are consulting with the communities in Southwark about this.
We are changing Old Kent Road to become more like the re-modelled Elephant & Castle. We are planning it over a range of
ages. Of course, another reason people stay in London is because both partners work, and there is a tremendous desire to
live more centrally – and therefore in the future this will be more densely.’
Colin’s team has been consulting actively – across 35 events - on the Area Action Plan with residents and businesses since
2015. In 2016 he received over 1,000 responses to the draft plan which helped shape the second draft. There are also 800
businesses in the Old Kent Road opportunity area, ranging from retail through storage – including Tate’s main art and
documents storage base, and the Metropolitan Police stores - and industrial to distribution employing over 9,500 people.
The plan is to double the number of jobs in the area, and work has begun with flexible workspace providers to help startups. The plan will also retain 30 hectares of land for industrial use, and aims to make better use of railway arches.
‘Creative Old Kent Road’ was set up in 2018 so that the area can continue to be a vibrant area for artists and businesses.
The creation of Bakerloo line stations at Bricklayers Arms and Asylum could create better opportunities for the Old Kent

Road to join up with the cultural hub to the south in Peckham where University of the Arts London’s Camberwell College of
Art and the South London Gallery cluster have their home. The building of a tube station at New Cross Gate will add
significant extra transport power to the internationally renowned Goldsmiths campus of the University of London located
there.
The Livesey Exchange provides a hub for the local community and it has empowered many local groups to deliver
regeneration projects themselves, with help from the GLA good growth fund and a crowd funding campaign. There have
been concerns about green space provision from the OKR resident community, but Southwark has responded by increasing
park space from 5 hectares to 8 (in the area action plan), and it is planning a new park aligning with the old Surrey Canal.

Inter-borough collaboration and communities
Colin continued: ‘Southwark and Lewisham get on very well and for instance I have a close working relationship with
Lewisham’s Head of Planning. The Bakerloo Extension is strategic collaboration between the GLA, TfL, Southwark and
Lewisham with wider input from other boroughs as the tube line connects into North London and towards Old Oak
Common (which is one of the biggest rail-hub development projects in Europe).
‘Community engagement is really hard yards but very worthwhile, and each week the team is in the area talking to people.
You get a lot more buy-in…people have pretty low expectations of local authorities and developers. We are trying to be
better communicators, to achieve a sense of ownership among the community. We are talking to Southwark Youth Council
about taking space on Old Kent Road, and among their needs is a quiet place to revise, which isn’t the library, where you
can get a cup of coffee.
‘The other thing we are trying not to do is ‘gentrify the jobs’, as we need all sorts of jobs – as this also a light industrial
area, so it isn’t all about artists and people making Christmas decorations for Bond Street.
‘You have got to develop a creative community in the right places. You have to work carefully with what you have – the
Deptford Market Yard project is very effective but there is a question on how well it relates to the rest of Deptford High
Street.

Caroline Gardens chapel interior – ‘Asylum’ Old Kent Road (picture by Jo Dennis)

Lessons from station-led development were also discussed at the forum. Alex Williams commented: ‘Is it integrated around
Hayes and Harlington? It doesn’t look like it, so the earlier you involve active planning for growth the better’. According to
Colin Wilson who was working for the GLA in 2017 liaising with local borough planners, ‘the landowners and developers –
at Hayes - wanted a joined-up plan for transport to make their job easier, but they were in despair.’

Discussion Panel 2: The Green Belt, new homes, and green infrastructure
The London Housing Strategy was formally adopted in August 2018, and the Mayor of London is committed to investing
the £4.82 billion from central government that he has been given to provide more ‘affordable housing’ to Londoners. There
remain great challenges in meeting housing targets, and these include encouraging smaller developers, supporting housing
associations in their housing strategies, having a constructive debate about density, ensuring that developers can still make
profits, but none of these should stand in the way of creating homes that people are proud to own or rent within urban
village settings which work for communities of all age groups.
Steve Cole, Head of Policy at Clarion Housing Group, commented on getting balance right between building enough
affordable homes of the right quality: ‘We are building 5,000 new homes per year. Our mission is to create homes for
people who are inadequately served by the market, and that goes back to our founder William Sutton’s vision. The tricky
balance for us is that the subsidy for our affordable homes needs to come from somewhere. We have a private
development arm called Latimer and any money from that is re-invested, so we are rather like an Oxfam shop that builds
houses. We want to build integrated estates of mixed tenure with good quality landscaping. We have a very large project in
Merton involving the regeneration of four estates, and the only reason we can afford this work is that one of the four
estates sits over Wimbledon station – with very high property values - which pays for the other three.’

High Path Estate regeneration in Merton – from PRP Architects for Clarion Housing Group

When asked about overseas investors dominating new build ownership and leaving London apartments empty, Steve
explained that the best way (for house builders) to get capital for development is from overseas buyers who are prepared
to buy off-plan in a way that the UK home audience is reluctant to. ‘This is really a structural issue relating to how the
banking industry works as banks need a certain amount of money upfront before they can lend to house builders.’ Having
said that, Steve thought that many properties which are bought for investment are not in fact left empty as the Far East
professionals (often doctors or dentists) – not Abu Dhabi millionaires - who buy them need rental returns to build their
personal pensions. ‘However, the more we need to build the more cross-subsidy we require.’
Much has been discussed recently about building on green belt land with the government wanting to discuss the need to
solve the housing crisis in the UK and the CPRE objecting vociferously to any suggestion of the erosion of open land for
building. There are over a dozen green belts in England with Green Belt boundaries often crossing local authority
boundaries. One of the current debates that has caused much consternation with the UK government’s move towards
creating housing on the green belt, is how much land should be used and where. Landscape designer, Chris Churchman of
Churchman Landscape Architects, said:
‘Certain developers do appreciate the importance of landscaping – like Berkeley Group and also Lendlease. There is a
disconnect, though, between inner city developers and the green belt and outer London developers, where profit margins
may be squeezed, where you don’t get much in landscape terms beyond the mandatory SUDS.’

‘There is a misconception that green belt is defined by quality (of landscape), and this has been further muddied as the
NPPF has introduced the concept of good and bad green belt. It’s inevitable that green belt to north of London going into
Hertfordshire and going south into the Surrey hills is more beautiful than elements to the west and east as the landscape is
intrinsically more interesting. Fundamentally, though, I think we need to keep the belt in place. It’s been successful
because it’s a simple concept – it’s not about buildings.’
Recently the practice that he founded in 1993, Churchman Landscape Architects, was successful in the Landscape Institute
Awards, picking up the coveted Presidential Award and the Design for Small Scale Development Award for South Gardens,
Elephant Park. Adam White, President of the Landscape Institute said ' The scheme is an exemplary urban residential
landscape, achieving through genuine place-making, environmentally sensitive planting and meticulous high landscape
design'.
The practice also received a special Highly Commended Award in recognition for creativity and innovation in its design
submission for Ebbsfleet Garden City in the Landscape for Healthy Living international competition. The judges commented
saying that the proposal would lead to real engagement with the landscape and create a strong sense of civic pride and joy
in the place.
Chris worked for HLM architects before setting up his own practice and became one of the youngest Fellows of the
Landscape Institute in 1992. He has worked with Stanton Williams on the Millennium Seedbank and Tower of London,
these experiences informing much of his own practice's work, including the award-winning Sammy Ofer Wing at the
National Maritime Museum. He has carried out experimental work on living walls, using previously untried species and he
has written a paper on new stadia as opportunities for regeneration.

Churchman Landscape’s water feature for the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich

Furthering the topic of the importance of green spaces and in relation to the London Plan, Joe Wheelwright of Arup
commented on the idea of the capital becoming the first National Park City: ‘It’s been a long time coming and there’s now
an in-built biophilia in the younger generation. Enlightened developers see green as an asset increasing footfall.
‘We have worked with the GLA over the last 5 years and helped develop the 2050 Infrastructure Plan. The plan is providing
guidance on delivery and promotion of creating green space. Some planners can miss key words like ‘guidance’ and think
that it is just about hitting targets, but it’s important how you approach this. We have been working on ‘Wild West End’
which is very balanced with collaboration to deliver environmental benefits between the Crown Estate, Grosvenor,
Portman Estate and others. The policy is there to be interrogated, but you look at how you can best deliver it.
Joe was emphatic that the green belt review is taking place now, and while parts of the belt should not necessarily be
handed over to developers, he thought that many of these spaces could be worked much harder to produce biophilic

benefits for the city and the boroughs. ‘Why are we not putting money into this piece of land – by an airport for instance –
to produce more benefits, and release other poor sections of green belt (for development).’
He concluded: ‘The Wild West End policy and approach is to aim for 100 square meters of green every 100 linear meters –
and this could be green canopy, or a living wall – so if you do this you can start to make a difference.’

A crisis of volume, and poor quality in delivery
During the discussion on the tensions between development and the ‘untouchable’ Green Belt, Dr. Chris Goodier, Director
of the Centre for Innovative and Collaborative Construction Engineering at the University of Loughborough, added:
‘On the housing crisis we can say that one the one hand it’s a national problem, but that also it plays on a local scale and
we all have strong opinions. It can be so hard to satisfy the dichotomy and tension. We have not been building enough
houses for decades and even if the developers doubled capacity where would the homes go? It’s going to take a while as
bank lending, planning, empty homes all play a role as well as skills issues.
‘Giving everyone a good quality place to live is a fundamental need – it should be somewhere roughly where they want to
want to live and it shouldn’t make them ill, which takes us back to the green spaces debate. If we take away these spaces
and squeeze more homes in you may create a place that makes people ill – mentally as well as physically. There is more
awareness now of how environment affects our whole health, and this should include pollution factors, noise levels and
access to green spaces. Just think what might be saved on the NHS’ mental health budget if everyone had better housing
conditions.
Chris went on: ‘There is a skills gap in the construction industry as there are not enough talented people going into
construction, the industry is getting old now and not enough young people are coming in. British people don’t apply but
companies get good workers from Poland. At Loughborough we have started a new architecture course, but I must say that
the education sector and the construction sector could work together better.’
Chris is an expert in offsite, modern methods of construction and modular construction. He is an experienced Civil
Engineer, Chartered Builder and Researcher with 25 years’ experience of all aspects of construction, including contracting,
consultancy and research. His authored books include Design in Modular Construction (2014) and the RICS 'Future of UK
House-building' (2010), and he is an international expert witness for offsite and modular construction. He recently was
invited to give evidence in person to the Housing, Communities and Local Government Committee inquiry into MMC. He
has authored more than 200 publications in the field of offsite construction, construction technology, concrete materials,
construction management, and the future of the construction sector.

N.B. At our White City Place forum in October 2018 we debated whether offsite and modular construction could have a
significant role in delivering affordable housing more quickly and more cheaply. You can listen to Sue Foster, Lambeth’s
then Director of Housing talking with Clarion Housing Group, Bryden Wood and Waugh Thistleton:
https://www.futurecitiesforum.london/single-post/2018/10/14/Revolution-in-construction
What of the effect of these discussions on the image of planners and their profession? Some believe the planning system is
too liberal, allowing developers to build what and where they want, while others think it is too bureaucratic, with red tape
blocking development. The RTPI believes that somewhere along the line of debate, tension is created by ‘pitching planners
against developers.’
How will the planning industry safeguard its image and professional approaches from critics? What is the role of education
both through universities and commercial businesses in providing adequate thought leadership to influence debate?
Here is a link to Catalyst Housing Group and the former Mayor of Lewisham, Sir Steve Bullock (now Chair of the Sutton
Housing Partnership) speaking during a debate in WYG’s London offices on housing, planning and the London Green Belt:
https://www.futurecitiesforum.london/single-post/2018/06/07/Housing-and-the-future-of-the-Green-Belt

Discussion panel 3: Planning for senior and multi-generational living
Community consultation, Dutch innovation and electric bikes featured in a lively third panel discussion on new ideas for
housing the elderly, multi-generational living and retro-fitting suburbia. This panel involved debate between planning
consultancy WYG, Hertfordshire University and Matter Architecture.
Architect Lucy Block gave a vivid picture of how the traditional almshouse could be updated to accommodate multigenerational living. Her firm Matter Architecture views almshouses, owned and managed by small, local charities as filling a
niche area in housing provision, and while unlikely to solve the housing crisis on their own their unusual histories and
constitutions mean that they are not subject to the same land pressures as many housing providers and demonstrate
means by which the planning system could better support innovation and supply of affordable housing.

Lucy explained that 'The main question we ask is how can different people benefit from multi-generational living. When we
interviewed the elderly residents of the alms houses, there were three priorities for them: daylight, views and access to
community. We are now speaking to a number of local authorities about our approach and Camden is currently looking at
pilot sites for development. We have also looked at the Dutch idea where students commit to spend time with the elderly
in a shared development, where the students benefit from discounted accommodation costs.'

More funding for housing the elderly
The highly experienced planning director Nigel Abbott, from WYG, joined the discussion panel saying that a number of
councils across the UK including Mansfield, Birmingham and Essex County Council are looking closely at older people's
housing requirements.
'Times are changing. Local government research in last seven years is focusing on the massive need to design better
environments for the elderly - we are all getting older, something has to be done. There's a little way to go yet. Some of
the solutions for better elderly housing communities are relatively simple such as introducing better lighting, but more
importantly, the good news is that more funding is becoming available and it is going to local authorities directly now.
'The trend is to get the elderly to stay in a place that they are familiar with - but this notion is taking time to filter through
to every area. Local plans are still catching up with the NPPF which includes parts on housing the elderly. There is no one
size fits all. When embarking on age restricted developments it's a good idea to involve future occupants about the design
of the scheme, rather than just assuming you know what they want.'

Chronic health problems often leading to decreased mobility mean that older people find it hard to maintain an active
lifestyle within the community. Add to that trouble with way-finding and understanding signs among those with dementia,
and it becomes clear how high-quality planning is much needed. Sometimes there is less cost involved to enable the elderly
to live independently, if good design has been thought about before schemes are built and simply adding in benches to sit
on or effective lighting can make all the difference in our cities.
Nigel's work at WYG comprises a wide mix of projects for a variety of clients, including developers, landowners, public
authorities and private individuals. His role includes the provision of planning advice, undertaking Planning Appraisals,
preparation, submission and negotiation of Planning Applications including presenting schemes at Planning Committee,
acting as witness in Appeals, preparation and submission of local plan representations and Expert Witness work. The types
of projects he advises on include residential uses, including older persons housing, commercial, leisure and infrastructure
development. Since 1995 Nigel has undertaken work in every London borough and many of the local authorities across the
South East and beyond.
WYG has a wide range of experience advising clients in relation to older persons housing. Nigel's personal experience
includes obtaining planning permission from Epsom & Ewell BC in June 2016 for a site in Ewell of a revised scheme for 60
Extra Care apartments with communal facilities and sports pavilion following previous refusal. He also obtained planning
permission in March 2018 from Mid Sussex District Council for a site in Horsted Keynes for extensions to an existing care
home to create 24 extra care units, a new dining room and 12 bed space Dementia Care unit.
WYG's London Planning team is working on master-plan developments which include a variety of different housing types
including specific housing for older people and WYG's Cardiff office is currently working with Magna Housing in Dorset on a
54 unit facility, designed to accord with HAPPI principles.

Mode-shifting and retro-fitting suburbia
Recently, interest has risen in terms of how suburbia is changing, with families actively wanting to move back into the
centre of cities, leaving the countryside to the elderly, who have become increasingly isolated.
Dr Susan Parham, Head of Urbanism and Planning, University of Hertfordshire, commented:
'How do you persuade older people to live differently, to mode-shift, perhaps to give up cars and live a more fine-grain,
connected life? These (incentives) will be partly fiscal but also it will become increasingly evident that living in a community
can be beneficial rather than being isolated, with only a car and a cat for company. We need to re-make built forms rather
than being forced into this low-density suburban sprawl. For me suburbia is an untapped resource, it's a waste of land, and

it's a sustainability problem in a climate change situation. Older people, like everyone else, need to step up if we are going
to change the way we live - or otherwise we destroy the planet.'
On the feasibility of housing developments becoming a bike-led utopia with the elderly struggling to keep up, Susan said:
'The Netherlands bike-based model works because it gives priority to bike users. I have been overtaken on a bike in
Holland by many older people, but in the UK it is quite astonishing that HS2 should drop plans for the bike lane that runs
along the route. It's for us to reclaim the idea that bike-based movement can be first choice, and this is important for the
Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford corridor new housing settlements. Comments on the use of electric bikes, particularly for
the elderly, as 'cheating' is unhelpful!'
Dr Parham works as the University's Head of Urbanism and Planning at the School of Life and Medical Sciences (LMS) in the
Geography, Environment and Agriculture (GEA) group. In December 2018 Susan was appointed as the Director of the new
University of Hertfordshire Urbanism Unit (UHUU).
She is also the Academic Director of the International Garden Cities Institute (IGCI) established in 2015 in Letchworth as
part of the University's research partnership with the Letchworth Garden City Heritage Foundation. Her particular research
interests include the urbanism of Garden Cities and New Towns, as well as food and spatial design, sprawl retrofitting and
transport oriented, compact cities. Dr Parham also has 'process' expertise in engagement on planning, urban design and
urbanism issues.
At the IGCI Dr Parham is working on a range of research processes with 'workstream' leads as well as with colleagues at UH
and in other academic institutions internationally on developing the Institute's research capacity and planned
settlement/garden city related learning.

Conclusion
As our cities expand, we need to think carefully about how we build density into our housing schemes and encourage
councils to think hard about creating imaginative plans for introducing green spaces for healthier living. Planning attractive
streets and safe pedestrian routes between transport hubs will long term encourage sustainable lifestyles which include
walking and cycling instead of relying on the car.
Respecting our historical environment means also respecting the history of the community that has lived and worked in
particular areas. Therefore, when regeneration takes it’s important to avoid a wholesale gentrification of jobs, and to allow
for a balanced ecosystem of business types and sizes.
The arguments will continue to rage over new housing creeping onto green belts, but perhaps there is some logic in
pointing out that not all of our protected landscapes are of equal aesthetic value when weighing up the particular loss of
certain sites, in order to meet some of the current housing needs. Additionally, we may need to re-think ‘suburbia’ to avoid
older generations becoming isolated and suffering poor mental health.
More research may also be needed into the mindsets of those in the younger generation to see if the idea of multigenerational living would be a practical and positive step forward for society.
Future Cities Forum will return to these topics and issues in later discussion events.

Ends
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